We theoretically investigate the mechanical stability of three-dimensional (3D) foam geometry in a cell sheet and apply its understandings to epithelial integrity and cell delamination. Analytical calculations revealed that the monolayer integrity of cell sheet is lost to delamination by a spontaneous symmetry breaking, inherently depending on the 3D foam geometry of cells; i.e., the instability spontaneously appears when the cell density in the sheet plane increases and/or when the number of neighboring cells decreases, as observed in vivo. The instability is also facilitated by the delaminated cell-specific force generation upon lateral surfaces, which are driven by cell-intrinsic genetic programs during cell invasion and apoptosis in physiology. In principle, this instability emerges from the force balance on the lateral boundaries among cells. Additionally, taking into account the cell-intrinsic force generation on apical and basal sides, which are also broadly observed in morphogenesis, homeostasis, and carcinogenesis, we found apically/basally directed cell delaminations and pseudostratified structures, which could universally explain mechanical regulations of epithelial geometries in both physiology and pathophysiology.
Foam geometry is broadly found in nature and artifacts such as the froth on beer and the large-scale structure of the cosmos. Epithelial sheet is a typical example of forming foam geometries in living multicellular organisms, which is referred to as cell packing geometry in the field of biology, and is a key component of shaping organs and embryos. Epithelial sheets dynamically change their geometries by turning over cells, as widely observed in morphogenesis, homeostasis, and carcinogenesis [1] [2] [3] [4] . In usual, individual cells possess both apical and basal surfaces for maintaining the monolayer integrity of epithelial sheet, occasionally, from which a single cell is delaminated to either apical or basal side, which is also referred to as extrusion or protrusion. Typically, in vertebrates, apoptotic cells are delaminated to the apical side in replace of divided cells in homeostasis, whereas precancer cells are delaminated to the basal side to form tumors in carcinogenesis [1] . Delaminations to basal side is also found in epithelial-mesenchymal transitions in both vertebrates and invertebrates [2, 3] . Although most of studies have focused on the molecular mechanisms underlying each physiology, little attention has been given to the mechanical aspects of the 3D foam geometry of an epithelial sheet. Here, we present a general framework that describes the instability of 3D foam geometry in a sheet and discuss possible mechanisms of epithelial integrity and cell delaminations in physiology and pathophysiology.
From a physical point of view, the cause of cell delaminations could be explained by the mechanical instability of the foam geometry of an epithelial sheet; i.e., Upon delaminations, the geometry transits in 3D space from a hexagonal symmetric monolayer to a locally delaminated sheet with apicobasal asymmetry. In physiology, this instability often results from cell-intrinsic force generation, via actomyosin contractility and cadherin-and integrinbased adhesion [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . While these cell delaminations are regulated by cell-intrinsic genetic programs, cell delaminations are also affected by external forces from environments such as cell crowding [12] [13] [14] . Topology of cell configurations in the epithelial plane may also explain cell delaminations [12, 15] . Thus, a mechanical description of the 3D foam geometry in a sheet could give a universal guide on the understandings of epithelial integrity and cell delaminations.
In the past years, remarkable progress has been made in the mechanical descriptions of epithelial cell geometries [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ; e,g,, A pioneering work by Hannezo, et al. has explained buckling instabilities of an epithelial sheet based on the force balance among apical, lateral, and basal components [16] . Most of the studies assume the mean-field approximation of individual cell shapes; that implicitly assumes that cells robustly maintain a homogeneous monolayer sheet [16] [17] [18] 20] . Hannezo and his co-workers have also explained the emergence of an embedded cell to the apical side, based on the force balance on the apical plane [19] . However, the cell delamination is the process of local changes in multicellular geometries and force effects in 3D [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ; thereby, we give a full 3D description of multiple cells upon delaminations using 3D vertex models [21] [22] [23] . Analytical calculations clarify how the force balance among apical, lateral, and basal components causes the instability of 3D foam geometry, disrupting the monolayer integrity of epithelial sheet to delaminate a cell selectively to either apical or basal side. 
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"cb" where individual cells are modeled as polyhedrons with the average volume v (Fig. 1a ). Here, we parametrize H by introducing the cell density in the sheet plane ρ (> 0) (Fig. 1b) . Since the effective area of individual cells in the sheet plane is written by v/H, the in-plane cell density can be written as ρ = H/v. We focus on a single cell and its first neighbors embedded in a monolayer sheet (Fig. 1c) , whereas effects of the second and more nearest neighbors are implicitly introduced via cell density ρ as a mechanical environment. The focused cell is modeled as a n-side regular pyramid with height h and volume v (n ≥ 3, 0 < h ≤ H, > 0). In this geometry, the center cell has either or both of apical and basal surfaces, referred to as "ca" and "cb", respectively, and is adjacent to the n surrounding cells via lateral boundary faces, referred to as "cs". The n surrounding cells are also adjacent to each other via lateral boundary faces, referred to as "ss", aligning radially from the center cell. Using these symbols, the apical surface area of the center cell is represented by s ca (≥ 0), the basal surface area of the center cell by s cb (≥ 0), the total area of boundary faces between the center and surrounding cells by s cs (≥ 0), the total area of boundary faces between the surrounding cells by s ss (≥ 0), the apical perimeter of the center cell by p ca (≥ 0), respectively.
Key part of our model is the topological rearrangement of the 3D foam geometry (Fig. 1d ): the center cell converges either the apical or basal surface and is delaminated to the opposite side. To parameterize these states uniquely, we introduce the degree of cell inclination d as
The set of ρ, n, v, and d identifies a center cell geometry, and thereby formulates all of geometric parameters such as H, h, s ca , s cb , s cs , and s ss . Specifically, d characterizes a cell state continuously over topological rearrangements of cells (Fig. 1d) ; basal delamination (B: d < −1), apical convergence (aC: d = −1), bipolar (P: −1 < d < 1), basal convergence (bC: d = 1), and apical delamination (A: d > 1). Next, we introduce a mechanical energy of a single cell and its neighbors embedded in a monolayer sheet: i) Given the incompressibility, the center cell volume v is constant, as observed during several morphological changes [24, 25] . ii) Cells generate myosin-dependent cortical tension and cadherin-or integrin-dependent adhesion on individual cell surfaces according to the apicobasal polarity [26] ; a cortical actomyosin meshwork lines the apical surface (ca) [27] , whereas actin stress fibers and integrin-adhesion to substrate form the basal surface (cb) [28] . Such cortical forces are also exerted on lateral boundaries between cells (cs, ss) [29] . These surface energies are often modeled in first order approximation as those proportional to individual surface areas [16, 22, 30] . The energies on the apical and basal surfaces are negligible, since the in-plane constraint of the sheet conserves the total areas of individual apical and basal surfaces. On the other hand, we expand the energy on lateral surfaces around the center cell, as κ l (s cs + s ss ) where κ l is a positive modulus. iii) Individual epithelial cells form a contractile actomyosin belt and adherens junctions along apical cell perimeters (ca) [27] . This energy is often modeled as an elastic energy around a preferred perimeter p eq as k a (p − p eq ) 2 , where k a is a nonnegative modulus [18, 20] . The first contribution of this energy over the center and neighboring cells can be expressed as k a* (p ca − p eq ) 2 , where k a* is a non-negative modulus. Therefore, the mechanical energy reads
We analytically address the behavior of Eq. (2) in |d| ≪ 1. Here, we assume that the center cell degradates its epithelial polarity (k a* = 0), as observed upon delaminations in physiology [5, 6] . The McLaurin expansion of Eq. (2) for d can be factorized as
where f 0 and f 2 are the zeroth and second-order coefficients of d as functions of n, ρ, and v. Therefore, the state at d = 0 is stable when f 2 > 0 and instable when f 2 < 0. Specifically, f 2 is composed of two terms with respect to s cs and s ss as f 2 = f 2cs + f 2ss , where the analytical solution gives f 2ss > 0. These indicate that the balance between s cs and s ss induces an instability depending on n and ρ. Therefore, a mechanical instability is inherent In-plane density (Uv 2/3 )
In (2) with respect to the number of sides n and the in-plane cell density ρ, respectively. Triangles ( ) indicate energy minimum points, which out of scope are plotted on boundaries. c. State diagram of Eq. (2) with respect to the number of sides n, the in-plane cell density ρ, and apical perimeter constraint k a* .
in the 3D foam geometry, especially cell-cell boundaries, to which mechanical disturbances may drastically transit cell states.
Analytical calculations of Eq. (2) demonstrate that, a mechanical instability leading delaminations is caused by a spontaneous symmetry breaking, inherently depending on the 3D foam geometry; i.e., bipolar (P) becomes destabilized, and alternatively apical and basal delaminations (A, B) become stabilized when n decreases (Fig.  2a) or ρ increases (Fig. 2b) . As expected from Eq. (3), the instability of bipolar (P) strongly depends on both n and ρ; i.e., delaminations (A,B) become stabilized when n < 6 and ρ 1.5v
, independently on k a* (Fig. 2c) . Because in-plane cell density ρ can be increased by external compressive forces from the environment, the resulting dependence on n and ρ indicates that the 3D foam geometries with n ≥ 6 possess a mechanical resistance against external force but not those with n ≤ 5.
The resulting dependence on n and ρ quite agrees with experimental observations. An epithelial sheet usually forms the hexagonal packing geometry (n ≈ 6) and involves few cells with n = 3 [18, 31] ; in such geometry, most of delaminations occur after reducing the number of sides from n ≈ 6 to n ≈ 3 [12] . These geometric values of n in physiology are quantitatively consistent with the transition threshold of n determining the instability in this model (Fig. 2a,c) . Moreover, cell crowdinginduced delaminations, observed in physiology [12] [13] [14] , correspond to the delaminations induced by the increase in ρ in this model (Fig. 2b,c) . These agreements suggest the possibility that the mechanical instability is a central mechanism of epithelial cell delaminations.
Cell-intrinsic force generation may also destabilize bipolar (P) and stabilize delaminations (A, B), similarly (4) with respect to the number of sides n, in-plane cell density ρ, and cell-intrinsic lateral force κ l+ . Here, k a* = 0.
to the external compressive force via cell density shown in Fig. 2b ,c. This is because Eq. (3) predicts that the balance between s cs and s ss induces an instability. As a cell-intrinsic force generation, we consider the force generated specifically by the center cell, and introduce a lateral energy κ l+ s cs , proportional to the lateral surface area of the center cell s cs . Therefore, Eq. (2) rereads
Analytical calculations of Eq. (4) demonstrate that the lateral force generation also provokes an instability in a similar symmetry-breaking manner (Fig. 3a) . Interestingly, the lateral force generation induces an instability leading delaminations independent on the number of sides n (Fig. 3b) , whereas the geometries with n ≥ 6 stabilize bipolar (P) robustly against the change in cell density ρ (Fig. 2b,c) . Moreover, in the geometries with n ≥ 4, cells form a rosette-like structure (e.g. illustrated in Fig. 3b) . These indicate that cell-intrinsic lateral force generation forcedly delaminates cells, independent on the foam geometry and disarrange the foam geometry in 3D. Cell-intrinsic lateral force generation κ l+ (Fig. 3) corresponds to actomyosin accumulations along the apicobasal axis upon delaminations, observed in physiology as invertebrate cell apoptosis [9] and vertebrate cell invasion [10] . Rosette-like structures obtained in Fig. 3b are also formed upon delaminations in several physiologies [7, 12] . Therefore, cell-intrinsic lateral force generation may play a key role in cell delaminations in physiology.
Notably, while delaminations (A,B) are stabilized by positive κ l+ (constriction) in the geometry with high cell density (e.g., κ l+ /κ l = 1 in Fig. 3b) , they are stabilized by negative κ l+ (adhesion) in the geometry with low cell density (e.g., κ l+ /κ l = −1 in Fig. 3b ). This result suggests that force properties and their molecular machineries upon delaminations drastically differ by each physiology, depending on cell density.
Lastly, we address roles of cell-intrinsic force generation on apical and basal sides, since individual apical a+   FIG. 4 . Dependence of cell states on cell-intrinsic apical and basal forces. a-b. Energy landscapes of Eq. (5) with respect to apical λa+ and basal κ b+ forces, respectively. Triangles ( ) indicate energy minimum points, which out of scope are plotted on boundaries. Here, n = 6, ρ = 5, and k a* = 0. and basal regions also generate additional forces upon delaminations in physiology [5-7, 9, 10] . Thus, we consider additional apical and basal energies separately as follows: additional apical energy, λ a+ p ca , proportional to the apical junction length p ca , λ a+ ; additional basal energy, κ b+ s cs , proportional to the basal surface area s cb . Therefore, Eq. (4) rereads
Analytical calculations of Eq. (5) demonstrate that the apical force (λ a+ < 0) and basal force (κ b+ < 0) suppress the bifurcation to apical and basal delaminations (A, B), leading to unistable delaminations to either apical or basal side (Fig. 4a,b) . Notably, either positive λ a+ or positive κ b+ stabilizes apical or basal convergence (aC, bC); i.e., cells stably maintain pseudostratified structures. These indicate that roles of force generation drastically differs by where forces are exerted at subcellular level. Further calculations of Eq. (5) demonstrate that combining apical, basal, and lateral forces induces various bifurcations of stable cell states (Fig. 5) ; For example, when κ l+ is negative (adhesion), various multiple-stable states emerge (Fig. 5a ). As increasing κ l+ , bistable apical and basal delamination state (A, B) becomes stable (Fig. 5b) , and is extended in the parameter space by positive κ l+ (constriction) (Fig. 5c) . In addition to the increase in κ l+ , the increase in either apical λ a+ or basal κ b+ force directs delaminations selectively to basal (B) or apical (A) side, respectively (Fig. 5b) .
The resulting dependence on λ a+ and κ b+ (Fig. 4) corresponds to the wide range of physiology; apical cell delamination is promoted by E-cadherin-based cell-cell adhesion on apical side [8] , corresponding to the decrease in apical forces λ a+ (Fig. 4a) . Basal cell invasion, corresponding to basal delamination (B) depends on integrinbased adhesion [11] , corresponding to the decrease in basal force κ b+ (Fig. 4b) . Pseudostratified structures predicted in Fig. 4a ,b are also found in many tissues such as neuroepithelia [32, 33] and bronchial epithelia [34] . Thus, predicted effects of lateral force generation κ l+ (Fig. 3) as well as apical λ a+ and basal κ b+ force generation (Fig. 4) are highly consistent with local accumulations of mechanical factors such as actomyosin, cadherin, and integrin. Therefore, spatial distributions of these molecules should be rigorously regulated at subcellular level, whose defects may lead to pathologies relevant to epithelial integrity and delaminations.
Spatial combinations of local force generation (Fig. 5) are actually often observed in physiology; e.g., expressions of Rho family downregulating actomyosin activities are deteriorated in human tumors [35, 36] , corresponding to the aberrant balance among the apical, basal, and lateral forces. Similarly, temporal patterns of force generation are also involved in physiology [8, 10, 11] . Therefore, further analyses of the effects of spatiotemporal force patterns would link the mechanical understandings to the underlying molecular regulations in each physiology.
In summary, this study has analytically demonstrated a mechanical instability inherent in the 3D foam geometry of a cell monolayer. This result implies that maintaining a monolayer requires the proper cell geometry and force balance in 3D, which is ignored in well used 2D models in principle [16] [17] [18] 20] . Further calculations have shown several dependences of the stability on the cell geometry and force generation, which agree well with many in vivo and in vitro physiology. The agreement indicates a deep connection among 3D cell geometry, cellular force generation, and multicellular integrity in epithelia, suggesting the possibility that mechanical instability is a fundamental mechanism of determining cell delaminations and their directions, whose defects may cause diseases. Moreover, this model has explained various epithelial geometries including delaminations, rosette structures, and pseudostratified structures; hence, it can also be applicable to other phenomena such as epithelial homeostasis [4] and multilayerization [32] [33] [34] . Therefore, this model will give a universal guide to understand the wide range of epithelial physiology in morphogenesis, homeostasis, and carcinogenesis.
